Digital Assembly 2023 kicks off focusing on a digital, open and secure Europe

The Commission hosted, together with the Swedish Presidency of the Council of the EU, the Digital Assembly 2023 in Stockholm.


Thierry Breton, Commissioner for Internal Market, said:

The pace of the digital transition has accelerated and the EU has made significant progress. Flagship online platforms legislation is already in force, while key proposals on data, digital identity wallet, cybersecurity and AI are advancing. It is now essential to speed up joint investments in emerging technologies, including AI, 5G/6G, blockchain, edge cloud, semiconductors, quantum and supercomputers. EU, Member States and business need to work together even more closely - to make sure Europe continues on its path to become a technology leader.

On the first day, the Digital Assembly focused on how Europe can reach the Digital Decade Policy Programme (https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/europes-digital-decade) targets by leveraging tools such as the European Digital Infrastructure Consortium (EDIC) to kick start multi-country projects and to foster investments and innovation in key strategic areas, including
cybersecurity skills, data, multilingual AI (artificial intelligence) and the use of secure blockchain technology in the public sector.


Follow the sessions:

- First day (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52vOdakwT1Q)
- Second day (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ltb6GcBrAS0)
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